Vacancy: Mobile Developer (m/f) - iOS

Detego develops and distributes highly innovative software products for the fashion retail industry. The company was
founded in 2011 and is headquartered in London/UK, with offices in Graz/Austria. Detego’s software suite that provides
real-time analytics and merchandise visibility, enables fashion retailers a digital transformation of their brick and mortar
stores into digital hubs.
In order to strengthen our team, we are looking for a
Mobile Developer (m/f) – iOS
in Graz/Austria. As a mobile developer, you’ll work on the apps used every day by thousands of fashion store employees
around the globe to manage inventory, streamline their operations and provide consumers with a completely new
shopping experience. We’re looking for talented and passionate engineers to make sure that our customers can excel
at their daily operations and love using our apps. Join us to work on highly innovative challenges – together with our
customers in cross-functional teams around the world.

Your Responsibilities
 Build iPhone, and iPad apps
 Write clean, maintainable code while rapidly iterating and shipping
 Tune CPU and memory performance to ensure our apps are scalable in production
 Work collaboratively with our product owners, customers, QA-focused people, and project managers
 Integrate with web services and spec out APIs within your team
 Maintain a thoughtful commit history using git and conduct peer reviews
Your Profile










Experience with writing, releasing, and maintaining mobile apps
Strong expertise in Swift and Objective-C (min. 2 years of developing production grade apps)
Experience with analyzing features in production using analytics and experiments
Strong focus on high-quality mobile UI experiences
Deep understanding of the iOS SDK
Excellent communication skills
Experience in working with agile, distributed teams
A curious nature

Bonus points if







BS/MS in Computer Science or a related field
Experience with other programming languages
Contribute to the community via open source – ideally shown on a github account with some compelling
projects
Experience in Web Technologies (JavaScript, CSS, HTML5, Angular)
Experience with other mobile platforms (Android / Kotlin)

The minimum monthly gross salary for this position (according to the collective agreement for employees of service providers in the
field of automatic data processing and information technology) is € 2.979,-. Based on your experience and qualification you can expect
more than that 😊

Please send your job application to:
Detego GmbH | z. H.: Frau Eva Hacker | Hans-Resel-Gasse 17a | 8020 Graz | Österreich
recruiting@detego.com | www.detego.com

